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What has been worked on in the past month?
Since last December, the ongoing issue of the chairs has now been finalised. In the end, the
majority of the medical students decided that they would rather stay with the current chairs in
INB1103 than go forth with the new proposed chairs, as the new ones were deemed less
comfortable nor did it resolve the problem of having small desks.
I worked on creating a survey that covered aspects of our academic experience to gain
feedback on how everything is going along. With the aid of my course reps, this was
circulated around successfully and reached many students.
Successes from the past month and any Reps Wins
Since last December, the ongoing issue of the chairs has now been finalised. In the end, the
majority of the medical students decided that they would rather stay with the current chairs in
INB1103 than go forth with the new proposed chairs, as the new ones were deemed less
comfortable nor did it resolve the problem of having small desks. On the contrary, this did
save a high amount of money, which is its benefit!
We carried out a survey that was successful in receiving lots of feedback from more than half
of the cohorts in both Year 1 and Foundation year! We were able to gain positive feedback
on what the students are enjoying so far and possible areas of improvement! My Course Reps
and I will be having a Subject-Committee meeting soon, which will be a great opportunity to
raise issues received from the surveys.
Overall, the medical students in all years seem happy and everything is going swiftly.
Plans for next month
Next month, I will address all issues, bought forward from the surveys circulated, by raising
them in my meetings :)

